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PAUL KERSTEN AND LUDWIK KURZ 
Polytechnic Institute of New York, Department of Electrical Engineering 
and Electrophysics, Brooklyn, New York 
In this paper, a bivariate extension of the m-Interval Partition Statistic is 
introduced for the problem of robust detection of a shift of mean in bivariate 
data. This extension isobtained in a manner similar to t-Iodges bivariate xtension 
of the sign test. The resulting Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic is shown 
to be robust and amenable to digital implementation. 
To use the Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic, a finite number of quantiles 
of a specified number of cumulative distribution functions are required. A 
computationally simple algorithm based upon the Robbins-Monro procedure is 
presented for estimating these parameters in most realistic noise environments. 
Simulations of this procedure illustrate its practicality and add considerable 
insight as to the nature of these quantiles. 
The performance of the Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic as a classifier 
is discussed in term of its type I error and power and simulated curves for 
several different noise distributions are included. Two sets of scores are discussed 
and then incorporated in an application of the Bivariate m-Interval Partition 
Statistic to edge detection. This example illustrates both the performance and 
robustness of this classifier in severe noise environments. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
I n  1972 Ch ing  and Kurz  in t roduced a statistic wh ich  is a general izat ion 
of the sign test (Ch ing  and Kurz ,  1972). The  sign test, one of the first non-  
parametr ic  statistics, is usual ly appl ied when test ing the hypothesis  M = M o 
against the alternat ive M > M o , or M < M o , or M :/: Mo ,  where 21//o is the 
median.  Accordingly,  the sign test is def ined by ~2~=1 sgn(Xi  - -  214o) where 
sgn(x) =1 x>0 
=0 x=0 and X ,  
= --1 x<0 
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are independent and identically distributed samples from the population 
under test. To generalize the sign test one assumes that a priori knowledge 
of (m -- 1) quantiles {a 1 ,..., a~._l} such that F- l ( i /m)  = a l ,  where F is the 
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the sampled distribution, are given. 
Using these quantiles, the observation space is partitioned into m disjoint 
regions A i = (a i -1,  ai], i = 1,..., m where a 0 ~- -oo  =- -a ,~.  Assuming 
that iv is strictly increasing so that the a i are unique and the probability density 
funct ionf  = iV' is continuous implies f (ao)  = f (a~)  = 0. With these definitions 
and hypotheses one defines the m-Interval Partition Statistic as 
where bi are the scores associated with each partition and I{Xz~A ) is the indicator 
function of the event {Xk ~ Ai},  i.e., I (x ~A ~ is 1 if Xk ~ A i  and 0 otherwise. 
~;¢ /c i 
Now r may be rewritten as r = (l/n) ~2~=1 nibi where n i is defined as the number 
of samples falling into the partition A i .  If  m-= 2 and b z =- -1  = - -b~,  
then z is equivalent to the sign statistic provided E(X~) =- 0 and f (x )  = f ( - -x )  
which implies that M 0 = E(X i ) .  
Ching and Kurz demonstrate that this statistic is nonparametric in the 
sense that its Type I error is independent of the functional form of the under- 
lying distribution and robust, i.e., its performance is insensitive to changes 
in the underlying noise distribution. It is interesting to note that the generalized 
sign-test classifiers have been treated in a unified framework in (Cochrane 
and Kurz, 1972). This framework is general enough to include not only the 
m-Interval Partition Tests but also the linear rank statistics. Both papers discuss 
the robustness of the m-Interval Partition Test and its efficiency for large 
sample sizes. Application of rank tests to classification problems have also 
been considered in (Woinsky and Kurz, 1968, 1969) and (Chadwick and Kurz, 
1968). 
Hodges obtained a bivariate extension of the sign test and derived its null 
distribution (Hodges, 1955). The general setting for the application of this 
statistic is a bivariate test of hypothesis. Specifically, given two sets of inde- 
pendent bivariate samples, the first from a bivariate distribution function 
with a mean (0, 0) and the second from a bivariate distribution function whose 
mean may be (0, 0) and (/,, ~), one seeks to determine from which population 
the last sample originated. Hodges considers the comparison of two treatments 
where one has two sets of bivariate samples (x{, y{) and (x~, y~), i ~ 1,..., n. 
From these samples, a single sequence of bivariate samples is formed zi = 
(x,: , y~) = (x~: - -  x ( ,  y~ - -  y~') which belong to one of the following hypotheses: 
Ho: zi  = (x i ,  Yi) have a mean of (0, 0), i =- 1,..., n, 
H~: z~ ~--- (x~, y~) have a mean of (/,, ~) 5e: (0, 0), i = 1 ..... n. 
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The central idea in this test consists of projecting the bivariate samples onto 
an axis passing through the origin at an angle 0 (hereafter eferred to as the 
0-axis) and then applying the univariate sign test along this axis for all possible 
values of 0 ~ [0, 27r]. One then uses the maximum value assumed by the sign 
test for all 0 to accept or reject the hypothesis. I f  one defines 10 as the unit 
vector of an axis at an angle 0 with respect o the x-axis, then one can express 
the Bivariate Sign Test as 
B = sup ~ sgn(zj" 10), 
0~<0~<2¢r j~l  
where z3" l0 is the dot product of the two-dimensional vector z3- with 10, 
i.e., zj • 10, is the projection of zj onto the 0-axis. Intuitively, the angle 0 at 
which B is maximum should be approximately 0 = tan-l(~//~) if H 1 is true 
since the shift of the mean occurs along this axis (Hodges, 1955). Under the 
hypothesis, no direction of 0 should be favored and thus one expects the 
supremum to occur at any angle. Unfortunately, both the univariate and 
bivariate sign tests discard all the magnitude information in the samples. 
The univariate m-Interval Partition Statistic retains enough magnitude informa- 
tion to obtain a more efficient test statistic; but, at the same time, does not 
surrender its robustness ince the magnitude information is quantized via 
the partitioning of the observation space. The m-Interval Partition Test may be 
extended to the bivariate case in precisely the same manner as the sign test 
is extended to the bivariate case. 
The motivation for considering the tests described above arises from the 
test's application to edge-detection problems where robustness is an essential 
ingredient. For instance, in picture processing, the insensitivity of the classifier's 
performance to changes in the underlying noise distribution is more important 
than using an optimum test under strict assumptions on the noise distribution 
function to achieve the most efficient operation. In Section 2, where a more 
detailed description of the Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic is presented, 
the nature of the test will guarantee its robustness. In Section 3, a recursive, 
computationally attractive method based on the Robbins-Monro procedure 
is used to estimate the required quantiles. In Section 4, two sets of scores 
for this classifier are discussed and the performance of this statistic with these 
scores is the subject of Section 5. An application of the Bivariate m-Interval 
Partition Statistic to the edge detection of a block pattern is considered in 
Section 6 along with simulations of the test in various noise environments. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE BIVARIATE m-INTERVAL PARTITION STATISTIC 
The key to Hodges extension of the sign test o the bivariate case was to 
project the samples upon the 0-axis and then to apply the sign test along this 
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axis for each 0. The supremum of these test statistics is used to accept or reject 
the hypothesis. Under suitable conditions the m-Interval Partition Statistic 
is extended in the same manner. Define A~(O) ~ (ai_l(O), ai(0)] , i = 1 .... ,m 
as the partition along the 0-axis so thatFol(i/m) -= a~(O) whereF 0is the marginal 
distribution of the samples projected upon the 0-axis. One may define 
T(O) ~_ __1 i ~ b¢l{zj.loeAdO)} 
/~ j=l  i=1 
and T' as sup0<0<z ~ T(O). 
Throughout his analysis it is assumed that the joint PDF is symmetric in 
that f (x,y) ~ f(--x,  --y) and that m, the number of partitions, is even. The 
scores h i are assumed to be odd with respect o the origin. As presently defined, 
this statistic is not feasible to calculate since T(O) must be evaluated for each 
0 e [0, 2~r] and accordingly m -- 1 quantiles a~(O) need to be known for each 0. 
Therefore, one defines 0j =2~r( j - -1 ) /K  and T=maxl<j<K(Tj )  where 
T~ = T(O~). To calculate T only (m --  1)K quantiles need to be known. The 
Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic is defined by max(T; ,..., TK) which 
is less than or equal to sup0<0<2 ~ T(O), since the supremum is over a larger 
class. Thus T will not reduce to the Bivariate Sign Test for b 1 = --1 ~ --ba 
and F-l(½) = as(O ) = 0. However, this presents no problem since T may be 
considered on its own merits, using the Bivariate Sign Test only as a bench 
mark. For computations used in this paper, 10j+ 1 - -051- - r r /12  was found 
to yield acceptable Type I error and power. 
3. TttE Loci  OF TI~E QUMNTILES 
For the set of quantiles a i (0)=Fol( i /m),  i = l , . . . ,m-  1, and --% = 
on -~ a , ,  one needs to know the loci of these a~ for all 0. Since the joint PDF 
is symmetric, and assuming the joint CDF F(x,y) == F(x)F(y), the quantiles 
ai(O ) may be represented concisely as in Fig. 1 where F(')  is a Cauchy Distribu- 
tion. Figure 1 is representative of the patterns one obtains for the quantile loci 
for other distributions such as the Bivariate Double-Exponential nd the 
Gaussian. Space considerations prevent the illustration of the loci for these 
latter distributions. The intersection of these curves with any axis passed 
through the origin at angle 0 yields the oetiles of the marginal CDF Fo(x). 
Figure 1 illustrates the futility of trying to obtain a small sample distribution 
in a manner paralleling (Hodges, 1955) or (Ching and Kurz, 1972). Hodges 
and later Klotz (Klotz, 1959) obtained the small sample distribution by setting 
up a correspondence b tween the possible values of T(O) and the sample paths 
of a random walk. Unfortunately, the fact that 0 is continuous and that the 
shape of these regions described is a function ofF(x, y) precludes any possibility 
64-3/34[2-5 
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FIG. 1. Polar plot of the loci of the octiles of the Bivariate Cauchy Distribution. Both 
theoretical and simulated points have been included. 
of establishing such a correspondence for the Bivariate m-Interval Partition 
Test. The same factors plus the dependence of the T(O~) also forestall the 
application of generating functions. Thus the small sample distribution is an 
open problem. 
Practically, the quantiles will not be known a priori. To estimate these 
quantiles a multivariate Robbins-Monro procedure is used on a sequence of 
bivariate samples. This is in essence a training sequence for the statistic which 
can be updated periodically in real-time systems such as picture transmission 
by sending a preassigned test pattern. Thus the partial characterization of 
the bivariate distribution via these K(m - -  1) quantiles is realistic. 
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A brief discussion follows of the Robbins-Monro procedure for estimating 
the quantiles simultaneously. It is best to consider the estimation of a single 
quantile, and then generalize the technique to the estimation of the K(m --  1) 
quantiles required for the implementation of T. The Robbins-Monro procedure 
for finding the Ath quantile of the CDF F is specified by the recursion equation 
-¥~-.-1 = X~ -- (G/n)[sgn(X~ - -  Y~) @ l --  2A], 
where X~ is the current estimate of the Ath quantile and Y~ are i.i.d, random 
samples from the distribution F. The gain coefficient is G/n. The regression 
function is defined as M(x) = E[sgn(x --  Y~) ~- 1 -- 2h] = 2[F(x) -- A]. 
Robbins and Monro prove that X~ converges to F-I(A) in a mean square and 
thus in probability (Robbins and Monro, 1951). Under suitable constraints 
upon the regression function M(x), Dvoretzky shows that the Robbins-Monro 
procedure converges with probability one (Dvoretzky, 1955). Application of 
Dvoretzky's result to the estimation of quantiles is considered in Appendix I. 
The constant G defined as part of the gain coefficient should be chosen such 
that G > 1/(4f[F-l()~)]) to ensure that nl/~(X~--F-I(~)) converges in 
distribution to a mean zero normal random variable with finite variance 
(Hodges and Lehmann, 1956). 
Extension to the simultaneous estimation of all (m --  1)K quantiles follows 
directly. Let Y,~(j)~--z~ "10j, that is, the projection of the nth bivariate 
sample upon the 0;axis. Define A( i )=  i/m, i = 1 , . . . ,m-  1 and X~,(i,j) 
as the current estimate of the h(i)th quantile on the 0j-axis and G(i,j) as the 
corresponding ain coefficient. Then for each of the (m --  1)K quantites one 
recursion equation is required, but only one bivariate sample is needed to 
update all of these equations. The recursion equations are given by, 
X~+~(i,j) = X~,(i,j) -- (l/n) G(i,j)[sgn(X~(i,j) -- Y~(j)) + 1 -- 2,~,(i)] 
with i=  1 .... ,m- -1  and j=  1 .... ,K .  Because the recursion equations may 
be evaluated separately from each other, real-time processing of this matrix 
of estimators may be achieved by using K(m -- 1) parallel processors. Under 
the conditions considered in the above paragraph, each of these K(m -- 1) 
estimators X~(i,j) converges to Fo~(i/m ) where Foj is the CDF of z"  10. For 
each (i, j), it is known that the variance of (X,(i, j) --F~l.(i/m)) is inversely 
proportional to n. This means that reasonable stimates of the quantites for 
n = 1000 are obtainable. Figure 1 contains estimated values using this procedure 
with a restricted parameter space plotted next to the theoretical values, 
illustrating the practicability of this approach. Note further, that in communica- 
tions channels and picture processing problems, one thousand independent 
samples is not an inordinate number of samples, especially when they are 
collected only occasionally to update the estimated quantiles. 
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4. THE SCORES 
Two classes of scores were investigated for use with the Bivariate m-Interval 
Partition Test. The investigation of these scores is done in the one-dimensional 
case with the m-Interval Partition Statistic. The first class is the locally most 
powerful scores which may be derived using the Neyman-Pearson lemma 
and the small signal assumptions (Ching and Kurz, 1972). Specifically, these 
scores are given by bi =f(a~_l) - - f (ai)  where all these quantities are defined 
as in Section 1. These scores provide the most powerful test of hypothesis 
if the signal-to-noise ratio is small. Figure 3 contains a plot of the Type I 
error and power for the Bivariate Cauchy, Gaussian, and Double-Exponential 
distribution functions. 
b¢~ 
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Plot of the minimum variance scores b(x) for three distributions. 
The second class of scores is called the minimum variance scores. These 
are derived by minimizing a functional related to the m-Interval Partition 
Statistic at or near the hypothesis. To carry out this minimization one assumes 
that the scores are given and minimizes the variance of the statistic subject 
to certain constraints. This minimization is accomplished via the Calculus 
of Variations and yields the optimal PDF. One then inverts this solution to 
obtain an optimal set of scores given this PDF. The details are carried out 
in Appendix II. If f(x) is a unimodal, continuous, and symmetric PDF, then 
the minimum variance scores are given for arbitrary L by b(x) ~- 
(1 --f(x)/f(O)) 1/~sgn(x), ]x l<L  and sgn(x) for I x l>/L .  Figure 2 shows 
these scores for the Cauchy, Double-Exponential, nd Gaussian distributions 
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with L = 2. Plots of the corresponding Type I error and power for the same 
distributions are given in Fig. 4. The curves of Figs. 3 and 4 are simulated 
and their generation is discussed in Section 5. In application, b(x) is evaluated 
at the quantiles in order to determine bl • 
Observe that the Type I error or a-curve varies for different distributions 
and thus by the definition given in Section 1, the Bivariate m-Interval Partition 
Test is not nonparametric in the sense of fixed Type I error. However, the 
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FIO. 3. Simulated Type I error and power for the locally most powerful scores as a 
function of threshold. 
one-dimensional m-Interval Partition Test is nonparametric (Ching and Kurz, 
1972). This property is lost in the bivariate extension due to the dependence 
of T(O) on 0. However, it is the partitioning of the 07axes and the definition 
of the statistic as a set function on these partitions that gives T its robustness. 
This important property is retained. This fact is reflected in the plot of the 
minimum variance scores contained in Fig. 2 in that the scores appear relatively 
insensitive to changes in the distribution. 
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5. ESTIMATING THE THRESHOLD AND PROBABILITY OF ERROR FOR THE 
BIVARIATE m-INTERVAL PARTITION STATISTIC 
Since the small sample distribution of the Bivariate m-Interval Partition 
Statistic is unknown, one cannot obtain a set of theoretical curves of the Type I 
error denoted by c~ and the power denoted by 13 versus the threshold. However, 
by simulation, the ~ and /~ curves may be obtained by the Robbins-Monro 
procedure using the regression function M(c~) = P(max~ Tj > v I H o) --  
where Tj is the m-Interval Partition Statistic evaluated along the 0j-axis and v 
is the threshold. The resulting recursion is 
1 
O~n+l = an + ~- [/(maxj rs>~) --  c%] 
under H o . A similar recursion equation holds under H 1 for the derivation 
of the fl-curves. Figure 3 gives the plots of the Type I error and power versus 
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the threshold for the Bivariate Cauchy, Gaussian, and Double-Exponential 
distribution using the locally most powerful scores. Figure 4 contains similar 
plots for the minimum variance scores. Table I contains a list of the Type I I  
errors and total probability of error assuming equally probable hypotheses 
for approximately equal Type I error. This table was derived directly from 
Fig. 4 for a sample size of ~ = 10. Note particularly the low signal-to-noise 
ratios when examining this table and Figs. 3 and 4. These results represent 
the performance oI the Bivariate m-Interval Partition Classifier in severe noise 
environments. 
TABLE I 
Probability of error (/,2 + e2)/~12 
Total probability signal to 
Distribution Type I Type II of error noise ratio 
Gaussian 0.11 0.3 0.205 1.0 
Cauchy scale 0.5 0.i0 0.22 0.160 undefined 
Exponential 0.105 0.39 0.248 0.5 
One can obtain a bound of the Type I error by using a result proven by 
Andre Tchen (Tchen, 1975). This result gives a bound on the probability 
that a maximum of a sequence of dependent or independent random variables 
exceeds a threshold v. Let M~ = max(X 1,...,Xn), then P(M~ > v)= 
P(U~=I {Xj > v}) ~ ~i=a P(X j  > v) - :  2j=1 (1 --  Fj(v)) where F~(x) = P(A;. <~ x). 
The resulting bound is easily seen to be P(.a//n > v) ~< min(1, ~ j~ (1 -- Fj(v)). 
The important result that Tchen has shown is that there exists a dependent 
sequence of random variables having the distributions Fj and actually achieving 
the upper bound. This bound can be applied to the T~'s, using the asymptotic 
normality of the Tj's. Since the T3's are strongly dependent, his should provide 
a conservative bound. These bounds have been included in Figs. 3 and 4. 
It is interesting to observe that for the Double-Exponential Distribution 
the m-Interval Partition Statistic is equivalent to the sign test when the locally 
most powerful scores are calculated. As mentioned in Section 2, the Bivariate 
m-Interval Partition Statistic is not equivalent to the Bivariate Sign Test since 
max(T1 ,..., TK) ~< sup T(O), 0 ~ [0, 2~r]. In fact, if the Type I error for the 
Bivariate m-Interval Partition Test via simulation is compared to the null 
distribution of the Bivariate Sign Test, the latter exceeds the former. Thus 
the small sample distributions given by (Klotz, 1959) and (Hodges, 1955) 
provide an upper bound for the performance of the Bivariate m-Interval 
Partition Statistic for the Bivariate Double-Exponential Distribution. 
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6. AN APPLICATION OF THE BIVARIATE m-INTERVAL PARTITION 
STATISTIC TO EDGE DETECTION 
As an example of one of the many applications of this statistic, the problem 
of edge detection in pattern recognition is considered. Assume that a two- 
dimensional block pattern with two gray levels, i.e., black and white, is given. 
The Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic is applied to detect and trace the 
edge of the block pattern. The resulting edge can then possibly be used for 
feature xtraction, classification, or initiation of more sophisticated classification 
procedures. Other approaches to the edge detection problem may be found 
in (Rosenfeld, 1969) and (Duda and Hart, 1973). 
The test pattern illustrated in this paper is a block pattern, i.e., a connected 
solid pattern centered in a 54 X 60 array. The pattern is essentially the same 
as used in (Jakubek, 1973). The points in the solid block pattern have a mean 
of 1 and those in the backround have a mean of 0. It is assumed that at each 
point of this 54 × 60 array, 10 random samples are available. That is, there 
are 10 corrupted copies of the test pattern stored. To apply the Bivariate 
m-Interval Partition Test one forms the bivariate random samples by pairing 
the samples of adjacent points. Then one can use a sequence of bivariate tests 
of hypothesis to l cate and trace the block pattern edge. The null hypothesis 
in each of these tests is 
Ho: F(x~, y~), i.e., (x, y) has mean (0, 0). 
The alternative hypothesis H 1 is composite in that it contains any of the fol- 
lowing alternatives: (x, y) has a mean of (1, 1), (1, 0), or (0, 1). Under both 
the alternative and null hypothesis F(x, y) is symmetric about its mean. For 
each adjacent pair of points, one can either accept or reject he null hypothesis. 
For pairs of points in the backround, one expects to accept the hypothesis 
and for pairs of points in the block pattern, one expects to reject he hypothesis. 
The program used to simulate the edge detection procedure is executed in 
two stages. The first stage locates an edge point of the block pattern and the 
second stage traces the edge in a clockwise manner once acquisition of an 
edge point has been achieved. 
The first stage of the program is a pattern search consisting of a sequence 
of alternating vertical and horizontal jumps which systematically searches 
the array for the pattern. On horizontal jumps, the pair of points used to test 
for the presence of the block pattern is taken in the horizontal direction. On 
vertical jumps, the corresponding pair is taken in the vertical direction. Once 
the pattern is located, the program back tracks along the path of the last jump, 
testing at each point for the edge, i.e., the black-white interface. 
The second stage of the processing is the edge tracing. In this stage, pairs 
of points which are adjacent to the alleged edge point are tested in a prescribed 
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sequence to determine the next closest edge point. The program traces the 
edge of the block pattern in a clockwise manner. In this stage of the program, 
bivariate samples with a mean of (0, 1) or (1, 0) occur more frequently as the 
alternative hypothesis. For these alternatives, an error is more likely to occur 
since the shift of the mean is smaller in magnitude than when the alternative 
is (1, 1). Accordingly, the 0¢- and E-curves described in the previous section 
Fla. 5. 
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Simulated edge-detection program with bivariate gaussian oise. 
are based upon an alternative with a shift of the mean of the same magnitude, 
i.e., from (0, 0) to (0.707, 0.707). That is, the threshold used in the simulation 
was established upon a worst case design criterion. In addition, appropriate 
coding was inserted in the program to determine if the edge tracing routine 
was "lost." When this occurred, a branch to a reinitialization program was 
executed. Simulation runs for the Bivariate Normal, Bivariate Cauchy, and 
Bivariate Double-Exponential were made using both locally most powerful 
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scores and minimum variance scores. Figures 5 and 6 contain illustrations 
of these runs. In Fig. 6, 10% of the noise samples are Bivariate Normal with 
a mean of (0, 0) and a~ 2 ~a22 = 10, # =0 and 90% of the samples are 
Bivariate Normal with mean (0, 0) and ~1 = % ----- 1, O = 0. The latter distribu- 
tion provides the noise samples for the simulation illustrated in Fig. 5, with 
a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. Even at this low signal-to-noise ratio, comparison 
FIG. 6. 
noise. 
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Simulated edge-detection program with bivariante gaussian noise and burst 
of Figs. 5 and 6 illustrates the immunky of the Bivariate m-Interval Partition 
Classifier to burst noise. 
Extension of this procedure to several gray levels would require adjusting 
the threshold of the Bivariate m-Interval Partition Statistic and a different 
sequence of hypothesis testing if the gray levels are represented by different 
magnitudes of the shift of the mean. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
A bivariate extension of the m-Interval Partition Statistic made in the same 
spirit as Hodges extension of the sign test, was presented. The parameters 
required for implementation of this test consist of a finite number of quantiles. 
A recursive procedure for estimating these parameters via the Robbins-Monro 
Procedure was presented and illustrated. Simulated curves for the Type I 
error and power were used to establish the performance of the Bivariate 
m-Interval Partition Statistic in severe noise environments. Two sets of scores 
were discussed and then incorporated in an application of this test o edge 
detection. This example not only illustrated the practicality and robustness 
of this approach but also its immunity to burst noise. 
APPENDIX I: PROOV OF THE ALMOST SURE CONVERGENCE OF THE 
ROBBINS-~VIoNRO PROCEDURE FOR THE ESTIMATION OF THE QUANTILES 
Dvoretzky's proof of the a.s. convergence of the Robbins-Monro procedure 
first establishes Z(u) as a one-parameter family of random variables, the 
parameter space being the real line. It is assumed that the regression function 
M(u) = EZ(u) exists for all u. Result 1 of (Dvoretzky, 1955) when rewritten 
says that if the Z(u) have uniformly bounded variances and if the regression 
function M(u) is measurable and satisfies [M(u)l ~ A I u [ + B ~ oo for all u 
and suitable .// and B, and 
inf M(u) > 0, sup M(u) < O, 
(1/~) <u-O<~ (1/~) <o-u<k 
for all integers k, then the Robbins-Monro sequence Xn+l = X~, -- AZ(X,~)/n 
converges to 0 both in the mean square and with probability 1, where 0 is the 
root of the regression function. 
For the case considered in Section 3, Z(u) = sgn(u -- Y,~) + 1 --  2,~ and 
M(u) = 2(F (u) -  ;~) where F(x) is a continuous, strictly increasing CDF. If 
M(O) - :  0, then 0 is the )tth quantile of F and M(u)(u -- 0) > 0 for u =/= 0, 
which implies that info/k)<u_O<1~ M(u) > 0 and sup(1/k)<0_~< ~ M(u) < 0, for 
all integers k. Moreover, I Z(u)] ~ 2 for all u which implies that the variance 
of Z(u) is uniformly bounded. The continuity of M(u) ensures its measurability 
and the fact that it is strictly increasing implies its root 0 is unique. In addition, 
' M(u)i ~ 2 and thus it follows that Xn converges to 0 with probability one. 
APPENDIX II: DERIVATION OF THE MINIMUM VARIANCE SCORES 
The variance of the m-Interval Partition Statistic under the null hypothesis 
is given by 
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n Var(T) = ~ b~eP(Z ~ A~) -- E2(T), 
i=1 
where E(T) = ~7=x biP(Z~ Ai) and Z is a random sample from a population 
with CDF denoted by F and PDF denoted by f. One would like to find the 
PDF  which minimizes this variance. The equiprobable partition assumption 
that P(Ze Ai) = 1/m cannot be applied immediately since to do so would 
leave only the trivial solution. Moreover, in summation form, this problem 
is not easily amenable to the more powerful optimization techniques. Thus 
m is assumed to be large and the integral form of the variance considered. 
This yields 
E(T 2) = be(x) f(x) dx and E(T) = b(x) f(x) dx 
- -03  O0 
where f(x) is assumed to be symmetric. In addition, b(x) is assumed to be an 
odd function so that E(T)= 0 and Var (T )= ~-~oo b2(x)f(x)dx. To restrict 
the class of solutions, the following constraints were imposed: 
(1) fz_Lf(x ) dx = 1 since f(x)  is a PDF, 
(2) fLLfe(x ) dx < 0% i.e., f (x)~L2,  to eliminate delta functions, 
(3) f(x) >/O, andf(x)  = O, ] x I > L, 
(4) f(x) = f(--x). 
Using the classical Calculus of Variations on the augmented functional I~ = 
fz_ L [be(x) f (x) -q- Alf(x ) + ~2fe(x)] dx in conjunction with assumptions (1)-(4) 
yields 
f(x) = q( l  --  b2(x)/be(L)) Ix 1 <~ L, [ b(x)/b(L)E <~ 1 
0 otherwise, 
where c I is adjusted so that f~Lf(x)dx = 1 and L is chosen so that f(x) has 
finite support and is nonnegative. I f  b(x) is increasing on [--L, L], then f(x) 
becomes 
f(x) = Q(1 - -  b~(x)/be(L)) 1 x ] <~L 
= 0 otherwise, 
where c a is adjusted so that fLzf(x ) dx = 1. Solving for b(x) in terms of a 
given f(x) one has to first truncate the PDF  f(x). Let 
L 
[ ~L  where 1/.c a =- | f(x) dx ~ 1 A(x) caf (x) Ix 
L 
0 otherwise, 
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so that fL(x) is properly normalized. Then  
b(x) = b(L)(1 --  fL(x)/q) ~/~ sgn(x), 
where sgn(x) must  be included to ensure b(x) is an odd function. I f  one chooses 
b(L) = 1, then b(0) = 0 which impliesfL(O)]q = 1 -~ caf(O)/cl or c 1 =caf (O  ). 
Thus,  if f (x) is unimodal,  
b(x) = (1 -- f(x)/f(O))W2 sgn(x) Ix  i < L 
= sgn(x) otherwise. 
These are the min imum variance scores and are summarized below for three 
distr ibutions with L ~ 2. 
Standard Normal  
f (x) = exp(--x~/2)/(2rr) ~/~ 
Cauchy PDF  
f (x )  --1/[~r(1 -k x2)] 
Double-Exponent ia l  
f (x )  = exp(- -  ~x 1)/2 
b(x) = (1 - -  exp(--xZ/2)) ~/~ sgn(x) 
= sgn(x) 
b(x) = x/(1 + x~)l/~ I xl < 2 
= sgn(x) I x] >/2  
b(x) -~ (1 - -  exp(- -  I x i))1/2 sgn(x) 
= sgn(x) 
rxF<2 
I x l>2 
Exl<2 
ix[>~2. 
These scores are plotted in Fig. 2. 
In  application, one must quantize the scores in order to apply the Bivariate 
m-Interval Partit ion Classifier. In  this paper, L was set equal to a~_~ 
F- l ( (m - -  1)/m) and thus - -b 1 = b,~ - 1. For bi ,  i = 2,... ,m/2, m even, 
b,. = b(ai_l) and bi ,  i = (m/2)+ 1,..., m-  1 are determined from the fact 
that b(x) is an odd function. 
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